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Current trends in cloud computing

Siraj Munir1∗, Syed Imran Jami1

1 Computer Science Department, Muhammad Ali Jinnah University, Karachi, Pakistan

Abstract
Objectives: This work reviewed the latest, state-of-the-art works in the area of
CloudComputing to help researchers, developers and stakeholders in decision-
making. Method: The reviewed works are filtered after the rigorous process
by using renowned indexing database of ACM and IEEE along with the sub-
ject based journals on Cloud Computing of international repute. These papers
are further filtered by selecting papers published in last 4 years only. Our initial
findings leadour reviews to fivemajor areas of CloudComputing including Load
balancing, resource scheduling, resource allocation, resource sharing, and job
scheduling. In this work we have limited ourselves to only technical aspects
of cloud computing while excluding areas of security, privacy and economics
(for example CapEx). We have presented our findings in the form of tables and
graphs showing trends in Cloud Computing towards research community on
the basis of five aspects as mentioned above. Findings: Our findings show that
researchers are working in the area of Job Scheduling while low attention has
been given in Resource Scheduling. Moreover, an open source robust frame-
work for research community is needed covering all the aspects shown above
for running experiments. Currently these features are available in commercial
and proprietary frameworks including Amazon Web Service, Microsoft Azure,
and Google Cloud Platform.

Keywords: Load balancing; resource scheduling; resource allocation; cloud
computing; resource sharing; job scheduling

1 Introduction

Modern cloud computing has changed the computing paradigm with
tools like i.e. Azure ML services, Amazon AWS, CV (Computer Vision)
and DL (Deep Learning) services, Google Cloud, CV and DL services.
In this work, we provide a survey of the latest research trends in cloud
computing on the basis of factors involved in distributed systems. One of
the factors include Resource Allocation that allows us to allocate cloud
resources in dynamic environment effectively. Another factor on which
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we surveyed the existing systems is LoadBalancing,which aims to optimize resource usage,maximize through-
put while response time minimum, and avoid overloading of individual resource.

Parameters on Fault Tolerance including Reliability and Availability can be achieved through redun-
dancy. Load balancing usually involves dedicated resources, as shown in (1) through a multilayer switch
or a DNS server process. Resource Sharing and Scheduling are the two other factors on the basis of
which we surveyed existing systems. Resource Sharing is the capability of cloud computing to share its
resources on demand basis while Resource scheduling refers to the use of different algorithms to deliver
and allocate different resources in a dynamic environment. The last factor is Job Scheduling, which is the
process of prioritizing jobs for maximization of throughput, resource utilization, performance and avail-
ability (2). The work in (3–5)and (6) surveyed workflow scheduling algorithms and highlighted major prob-
lems in workflow scheduling related to access of resources for workflows. They identify different issues in
scheduling of tasks in light of constraints including deadline of task completion, budgetary issues, data
intensive processing, energy aware power consumption, heterogeneity of resources, and deployment of
infrastructure. Some of the surveys discuss and highlighted Workflow-as-a-service, QoS, and Visualiza-
tion for Cloud based solution. Finally, literatures put some lights on taxonomy for cost-aware workflow
scheduling (3). Survey works presented in (7) and (8) discussed cloud computing from the perspective of Vir-
tual Machines for load balancing and resource allocation. Moreover, literature also discussed a brief com-
parative study on existing challenges and algorithms for load balancing with expected future directions.
The work presented in (9) surveyed job scheduling and load balancing algorithms based on MapReduce,
Software Agents, etc. for application and network oriented environment over clouds with discussions on
open issues and future direction.The survey only provided the detailed discussion on job scheduling prob-
lem along-with load balancing in Cloud Computing setting. Survey in (10) proposed a detailed discussion
and comparison on resource scheduling algorithms along with resource distribution policies. This sur-
vey however only provided detailed insight on resource scheduling while rest of the factors of distributed
computing were out of scope. Research in (11) provided comprehensive study along with the critical anal-
ysis on energy efficient resource allocation techniques and algorithms. Research in (12) and (13) compared
as correlation between big data and green computing challenges. Authors investigated green computing
challenges which are faced during deployment of Big Data lifecycle using two metrics namely effective
energy efficiency and effective resource efficiency. Researchers also surveyed both areas and also high-
lighted future directions. Literature (14) discussed virtual machine migration, forecast methods, stability
and availability in cloud environment. Moreover, literature (15) discussed pros and cons by providing tax-
onomy which includes resource adaption policy, objective function, resource allocation method, resource
allocation operation and interoperability. In (16) discussed correlations between sustainable development
goals (SGD) and information and communication technologies (ICT). Researchers concluded that IEEE
and ACM research communities recognized SGD contribution. So in this research authors highlighted
awareness for ICT which will add more value to SGD in near future. In (17) researchers deeply reviewed
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). Authors also presented detailed taxonomy and different aspects which
effect performance of CPS. Authors also discussed challenges of big data and green computing in contrast
to CPS. Literature (18) discussed several issues that appear in cloud environment due to immature fault tol-
erance mechanism. Researchers also experimented fault tolerance with four different scenarios and on the
basis of experiments they proposed a better algorithm which can deal with the highlighted issues. In (19)

highlighted different theoretical and practical aspects of computer security and challenges for cloud based
environment. In literature (20) presented a survey on challenges of IoT and cloud computing in contrast to
security. Authors also highlighted the significance of cloud computing for IoT based systems. Researchers
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in (21) proposed a novel framework for managing permissions on Android device via Blockchain technol-
ogy. Proposed framework utilizes two Blockchains namely (i) PERMBC and (ii) BTCBC both Blockchains
handles different task. Literature (22) presents an optimized service broker routing policy for cloud envi-
ronment. Proposed service uses different parameters for selecting datacenter for routing namely (i) min-
imum processing time, (ii) minimum response time and (iii) minimum cost. Authors also experimented
with service by simulating it with known algorithms and shown better performance than prior solutions.
Researchers in (23) proposed PBNM (Policy Based Network Management) to defend against DDoS attack
while fulfill the quality of service policies. Researchers also performed two phase experiment and observed
better performance with PBNM. Literature (24) presented different software architectures for Big Data pro-
cessing and deployment platforms specifically in cloud environment. Authors also highlighted state-of-
the-art practices for SLA based resource management and job scheduling. In this survey we considered
load balancing, resource scheduling, resource allocation, job scheduling and resource sharing in cloud
computing environment. In this survey we only considered literature from last four-year. Figure 1 shows
the workflow for selection of published papers. First we shortlisted the papers which lie under the consid-
ered categories then after select papers that are most relevant to theme of this review.

Fig 1.Workflow for paper selection

2 Resource allocation in cloud computing

Cloud computing facilitates its enduserswith great opportunities like scaling up and scaling down resources
on the basis of usage dynamically. There are enough efficient algorithms out there that can take care of this
crucial task and makes life easier for cloud users and providers based on their utility. Note that making
changes as per user demand is one of the most crucial QoS (Quality of Service) stances of cloud com-
puting itself. Due to heterogeneous nature of cloud computing elements i.e. (microprocessors, cores and
VM (Virtual Machines) etc.), it is crucial for cloud providers like (Amazon, Google and Microsoft etc.)
to maintain resource allocation properly but this becomes a bit challenging task when we have heteroge-
neous environment with different QoS standards and policies. Every cloud provider has its own set of rules
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and policies on which it works or sells its services which currently is out of scope for this study. Research
in (25) proposed a metric for securing against co-resident attack in VM resource allocation. For mitigation,
they proposed four steps i.e. define a metric for accessing attack, model metrics and compare its difficulty
of achieving co-residence, design a new policy such that it can mitigate and also identify workload bal-
ance and low power consumption, implement test for prove of policy effectiveness. Literature (26) proposed
novel model for static grid scheduling in cloud environment inspired from game theory using Imperfect
Information StackelBerg Game (IISG) with hidden markov model (HMM). Due to heterogeneous and
dynamic nature of cloud its critical to deploy such models which can benefit both provider and consumer.
It usedHMM for prediction of service provider current bid based of historical resource demand utility (26).
By the help of these predictions an IISG was established, as in game theory both opponents try to win and
maximize its profits. IISG tries to predict optimal policy for resource provider which ultimately help out
in getting maximum profit and effective resource utilization side by side. Furthermore, author also sim-
ulated results which gives proof of work that their proposed model provides incentive to both provider
and user. Economical solution for resource allocation can help service provider such that they can pro-
vide better services. Research presented in (27) proposed a resource allocation technique using principle of
coalition and uncertainty of game theory. It compares existing techniques with proposed technique which
briefs betterment in resource utilization and consumer satisfaction. Energy effective resource allocation
technique were discussed in literature (28). In cloud environment VM’s are not configured in standalone
fashion instead they are configured in distributed fashion where they share resource and communicate
with each other. Authors in literature proposed an energy efficient technique for network aware VM using
famous optimization technique known as Ant Colony Optimization. Through simulation author claimed
that there proposed techniques indicated better results than existing techniques. Research in (29) high-
lighted uncertain requirement of resource allocation i.e. VM and network bandwidth in cloud to answer
this issue author proposed joint optimization technique that can help out service provider and reduce
cases of under and over provisioning of resources. Proposed techniques used stochastic optimization inte-
grated with tree reduction algorithm which enhances tractability of resources efficiently. Furthermore,
author performed sensitivity analysis for optimal parameter values which can maximize cost-effectiveness
for both user and provider. Literature article (15) proposed unique framework for resource management
in cloud environment including allocation, scheduling etc. Proposed framework named SCOW (Smart
Cloud-based Optimizing Workload) encompasses of CPS (Cyber Physical System) combined with het-
erogeneous cloud, for optimization. It introduces algorithms including WRM (Workload Minimization)
algorithm, STA (Smart Task Assignment) algorithm and TMA (TaskMapping) algorithm. In (30,31)authors
designed a module which does efficient resource allocation in network and human centric environment.
Research presented in (32) claimed that recent proposals focused on job guaranteeing performance in net-
work centric environment. These proposals lack in efficient cloud resource utilization or vice versa. In
response they proposed DCloud which enables flexible and efficient resource allocation in cloud environ-
ment. DCloud implements time sliding and bandwidth scaling which guarantees effective resource utiliza-
tion as a proof of work they also simulated DCloud with different testbed experiments which shows that
DCloud can handle tenant resources more effectively than existing solutions which in result will increase
service providers budget and individual cost. Authors of (33) proposed resource allocation technique using
genetic algorithm. It enabled with number of novel ideas for resolving respective issue in cloud. In (14)

research article authors studied performance limitation and cost effecting constraints and proposed novel
approach named Cost-Aware Heterogeneous Cloud Memory Model (CAHCM). Proposed approach aims
at high performance in heterogeneous nature of resource allocation. Authors proposed two algorithms for
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dealing with cost of memory

Fig 2. Table for data allocation (14)

Fig 3. Table for mapping cost against data allocation (14)

where as variable details are thoroughly mentioned in paper.
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Algorithmmentioned in figure 3 is used as input for figure 2 algorithm. Literature (34) proposed a heuris-
tic driven approach for dealing with resource allocation and job scheduling in cloud environment. Pro-
posed literature combines five algorithms namely: modified analytic hierarchy process (MAHP), band-
width aware divisible scheduling (BATS) + BAR optimization, longest expected processing time preemp-
tion (LETP) and divide and conquer. Authors also experimented and compared the proposed algorithm
with its priors like BATS and improved differential evolution algorithm. Comparison shows that the pro-
posed approaches surpass existing solutions at time and response metrics. In (35) authors proposed two
phase approach for resource allocation and job scheduling. Proposed model uses social group optimiza-
tion and shorts job first algorithms for completion of desired tasks. Further, authors also validated the
proposed algorithms with self-generated data. In result the proposed algorithms improved make span
time and throughput. Figure 4 shows the approaches proposed in recent literature for resource allocation.
Last, not the least resource allocation should also take care of resource/ load balance as discussed in many
literature which will be briefly discussed in upcoming section.

3 Load balancing in cloud computing

Previous sections discussed crucial considerations that cannot be underestimated in shifting our services,
infrastructure or software in distributed cloud computing environment. This section is based on load bal-
ancing in distributed cloud computing environment which is another important aspect for cloud service
providers. Researchers in (31) proposed multi-QoS load balanced resource allocation method (MQLB-
RAM). In this methodology, load balancing is handled in real-time which results in better throughput,
resource and load management across cloud. The work in (36) literature discussed role of load balancing
in multi-user mobile-edge cloud computing. It adopted game theory approach using the mechanism of
offloading for load balancing and resource sharing. Author formulated their approach as decision-making
problem and observed that their approach possess Nash equilibrium. For Nash equilibrium resolution
author designed offloading algorithm which can effectively tackle identified problem. Researchers in (37)

literature proposed technique was also inspired by game theory, which proposed three tier architecture for
load balancing and resource sharing. First layer was local tier of mobile nodes, second tier were collection
cloudlets (nearby computing node) and third tier was remote cloud server. Proposed technique was greedy
in nature where they considered mobile nodes for load balancing backed with cloud i.e. remote cloud and
nearest computing node. For formal investigation author formulated their problem as Nash equilibrium
and proposed distributed algorithm for its resolution. Here we have also included some mathematical
details of model extracted from original paper.
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Fig 4. Techniques for resource allocation in cloud computing

Equations (1), (2) and (3) shows the formulation for calculating average response time (i) task wise and
(ii) cloudlet wise. For further details, check corresponding literature article (37).

In research (38) authors investigated an effective use of mobile components in cloud environment where
nodes are data-centric, resource-centric and need proper load balanced solution. Literature introduces a
novel approach named EMOP (Energy-efficient Multisite Offloading Policy) using VIA (Value Iteration
Algorithm) and found their solution as an effective alternate for multi-site partitioning problem. Further
by numerical simulation author showed their policy was capable of distributing load with lower energy
cost. The work in (39) literature focused on computation intensive application which requires an efficient
load balancing. Author proposes a design pattern for on-demand load sharing/ balancing using cloud
resources as backend and mobile devices as its front end for enabling better decision-making. Literature
also discusses two real world implementations of proposed solution in which execution time was reduced
to 6% from 96% and power consumption was also reduced to 60% from 96% (39) . Researchers in (8) pro-
posed a novel load balancing algorithm based on estimation of service time deadline. Author claimed that
proposed algorithm was effective for process and response time cycle. In (40) proposed novel technique
for energy-aware load balancing in dynamic cloud environment. Proposed technique can help service
providers in effective resource utilization by switching loads i.e. putting servers on idle, active and sleep
states based on resource requirement. Researchers in (41) article addressed problem of ineffective load bal-
ancing in data-intensive environment moreover author focused their study to HDFS (Hadoop Distributed
File System) and presented an effective replication policy for HDFS so that cloud can balance computa-
tional load effectively. The work in (42) presented a detailed survey on cloud brokering frameworks. Liter-
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ature also presented taxonomy of cloud brokering techniques and discussed pros and cons of respective
techniques. Finally, authors proposed a novel model for cloud brokering which addresses the identified
challenges. Figure 5 shows the approaches proposed in recent literature for load balancing. As future work
we can study different trade-offs between resources and loads when our environment gets more complex
then what will happen is our latest techniques are enough capable of handling it? It is a crucial question
which can further be explored. In upcoming section, we will explore how can we share our resources in a
cloud environment?

Fig 5. Load balancing in cloud

4 Resource sharing in cloud computing

Resource sharing belongs to balanced sharing of software, hardware or infrastructure. Resource sharing
is critical for distribution cloud computing resources efficiently, and effectively. Cloud service provides
public, and private community and hybrid solutions for end-consumers. In last sections, we already stud-
ied heterogeneous nature of cloud environment i.e. physical machines, servers, VM’s etc. Due to hetero-
geneity, algorithm must share resources in a way that satisfy user’s demands and utilize minimal cloud
resources which becomes a challenge. The research article (25) was formally discussed in previous sub-
section on resource allocation four step policy for mitigation from co-resident attack in resource shared
cloud environment was proposed. The work in (28) was also briefly discussed in previous sub-section on
resource sharing in VM placement using ant-colony optimization technique. Resource sharing in cloud
poses some network and physical node based constraints / limitations. This work came up with break-
through to these limitations through the technique of ant-colony optimization. Research article (29) pre-
viously discussed in sub-section on resource allocation, it highlighted resource sharing for effective vir-
tualization and resource provisioning in light of uncertainty due to dynamic requirements. It proposed
a joint optimization technique through which service providers can tackle raised uncertainty through
under and over resource provisioning efficiently without any hassle. Literature (36) was discussed in last
sub-section where author proposed game theory inspired approach for resource sharing. Author formu-
lated problem as Nash equilibrium and proposed effective approach for resource sharing in distributed
environment. Research article (37) was also discussed in previous sub-section where it proposed multi-
tier resource shared architecture and based on problem identification formulated Nash equilibrium and
presented a distributed algorithm and tailored it to problem resolution with in-depth analysis. As future
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work more effective security policies and solutions should be proposed. The work in (43) literature high-
lighted cloud computing usage as HPC (High Performance Computing). For achievement of managed
resources which guarantee optimized environment proposed two-level solution idea behind two-level
solution was to employ share resources on-demand fashion and secondly ensure administer controlled
secure environment through policies. Researchers in (44) literature presented resource sharing problem
in versatile Dynamic Migration (DM) of VM’s in cloud environment. Author proposed triple objective
optimization model for DM-VM through energy consumption, inter-communication of VM’s, migration
cost and sub divided DM-VM problem into two dimension including grouping of VM’s and optimal way
to place VM onto physical nodes. Furthermore, authors proposed BGM-BLA (Binary Graph Matching-
based Bucket-code Learning) algorithms which employs binary graphs for evaluating candidate nodes
optimally and compared proposed algorithm outfitted performance with two existing algorithms includ-
ing non-dominated sorting algorithm and binary graph based common-coding algorithm. Figure 6 shows
the approaches proposed in recent literature for resource sharing.

Fig 6. Resource sharing in cloud

5 Resource scheduling in computing

This article has now established some key notices that will help the researchers and practitioners in shift-
ing to cloud computing. The current section briefly discusses resource scheduling in cloud. Resource
scheduling becomes crucial when we have heterogeneous nature of computing resources especially vir-
tualization of resources on user demands, optimally scheduling these resources is essential and critical.
While (31) was extensively discussed in previous sub-section literature proposed multi-QoS load balanced
resource allocation method for price effective cloud service provision. Researchers in (45) proposed an
energy-efficient dynamic offloading and resource sharing (eDors) policy for reduction of energy resources
and optimizes task completion time frame. The work formulated eDors into energy-efficiency cost (EEC)
problem with exception of proper task scheduling constrained with given deadlines, for resolving identi-
fied problem author divided objectives into sub-algorithmic task through computational offloading selec-
tion, clock frequency control, and transmission power allocation. Furthermore, authors also identified
problem dependency tasks and experimented their solution through different test beds. In (46) author also
proposed genetic algorithm with strictly optimized constraints and compared performance of proposed
algorithm with random, swarm optimization, heterogeneous finish time, and genetic algorithms. More-
over, author claimed better performance than formal techniques in large-scaled resource where ’N’ is very
large and workflow managed environment which is already proved to be a NP problem. Future research
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can be continued in achieving real-time scheduling, dynamic scheduling, large-scale scheduling, multi-
objective scheduling, distributed and parallel scheduling and cloud scheduling for big data.Thework in (47)

proposed near-optimal dynamic priority scheduling (DPS) strategy for resource and job scheduling. Pro-
posed algorithmwas based onmin-max heuristic and greedy algorithm.Moreover, author compared opti-
mization of overall time of proposed algorithm with formal min-max and first come first serve (FCFS)
algorithm. For benchmark authors used theoretical minimum execution time (MET). Researchers in (48)

proposed an algorithm for balanced resource scheduling andworkflownamed as BaRRS (Balanced and file
Reuse-Replication Scheduling). Algorithm was based on optimal scheduling approach in scientific appli-
cation workflows. Proposed technique splits up large-scale workflow into sub-workflows so that it can
balance resource utilization among complete job. Proposed work also use data reuse and replication tech-
nique for optimization enhancement although author focused their study on specific parameters including
task execution, dependency patterns, and file sizes. Authors also evaluated and presented different trade-
off for optimization of resource scheduling and compared their proposed approach with state-of-the-art
scheduling algorithms. Literature (49) presented novel approach for resource scheduling in cloudVMbased
on auction mechanism. The work considered different factors which may affect performance of VM’s in
cloud. Algorithm uses deadline constrained approach for biding of available client machines and group
these machines into groups. Furthermore, these groups are screened to corresponding VM’s and by apply-
ing factor of minimum cost, it completes grouping and auctiond. Researcher in (50) proposed cost effec-
tive model named VoI (Value of information) for resource scheduling in cloud based environment where
we have large-scaled application like weather forecasting, real-time financial analysis etc. for proposed
approach integrity they simulated model with real-estate data. Author claimed using VoI-based approach
service providers can minimize their computational cost effectively. Proposed mathematical model nota-
tions are presented in table 1. Literature discusses the scenario of investment opportunity for investor over
single time point which are given in equation 4,5 and 6 respectively,

Prinvest =Vfuture−Vcost−Ccost (4)

If investor declines to invest in opportunity, then Prdecline is given by:

Prdecline = Rsafe−Ccost (5)

then,

△Pr′ = Pr′invest − Prdecline = Vest − Vcos t − Rsa f e (6)

if ∆Pr′ > 0 then investor will invest otherwise he would decline opportunity to safe the cost.

Table 1. VoI mathematical notations (50)

Notation Definition
Vcost The purchase cost of investment
V f uture The future value of investment
Vest The estimated future value of the investment
Rsa f e The safe return on investment
Ccost The amount of computation analyzing the investment
Prinvest Profit if investing
Prdecline Profit if not investing
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highlighted formal faulted techniques for scheduling which does not consider energetic-cost / energy
awareness into account for evaluation so in this literature author proposed an energy-aware real-time
dynamic scheduling scheme for distributed resources in cloud. Proposed algorithm minimizes multi-
objective functionwhich combines energy-consumption and execution time according to available resources.
Algorithm was tested on different DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) generated randomly and proved to be
suitable for run-time scheduling. Researchers in (51) proposed novel algorithm, presented algorithm use
fuzzy-based multidimensional resource scheduling model. Researchers also simulated proposed model
and achieved 7% and 35.5% efficiency and response time respectively then prior approaches. In (52) liter-
ature proposed a security framework for dynamic edge-cloud environment namely COP (CORAS-based
Object-oriented Petri-net). Proposed framework combines the added benefits from CORAS modelling
and Object-oriented Petri-net theory. Finally, authors validated proposed model which reveals COP is
capable to deal with dynamic and complex security events. Literature (53) review the latest research progress
in using deep learning for development of wireless communication. Researchers highlighted the key tech-
nological innovations under the umbrella of deep learning like end-to-end communication, signal pro-
cessing, compression etc. Authors also shed light on potential challenges like baseline, opportunities like
improved CSI feedbacks, data augmentation, and future trends. Researchers in (54) presented a review on
cloud computing characteristics like resource scheduling. Literature discussed different models from the
perspective of virtualization, E-governance, data recovery etc. which can aid individuals and organiza-
tions to implement/ utilize cloud computing services. Figure 7 shows the approaches proposed in recent
literature for resource scheduling.

Fig 7. Resource Scheduling in Cloud

6 Job scheduling in cloud computing

In this section we will discuss some aspects of job scheduling in distributed cloud environment. With
drastic changes in technology and data generation velocity it is now becoming obvious to enhance your
architecture that is where current cloud capabilities help out industry and data revolution in providing
such workflow mechanism that can entertain them in a scheduled and balanced manner. Job schedul-
ing also known as workflow is a critical for service providers as it enables them to provide resources on-
demand fashion. WFS is mainly concerned with the automatic assignment and management of depen-
dent tasks where jobs on shared through resources managed by workflow resource scheduler. Managing
single task is quite easy and there is no extra need for any scheduling mechanism but complexity arises
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when we have multiple tasks dependent on each other. Such situations need a mechanism for handling
the flow for smooth execution of our desired tasks. As previously studied in cloud environment we are
dealing with heterogeneous nature of hardware and software, it becomes a challenge to maintain a proper
balance between both cost and resource. Research presented in (32) was previously discussed in previous
sub-section detailing resource allocation. Job schedulers are enforced to handle conflicts and their res-
olution among resources. Authors proposed deadline constrained approach for effective job scheduling
and resource allocation in uncertain distributed environment. By leveraging resources DCloud guarantees
effective job scheduling through deadline management, network bandwidth management, VM manage-
ment etc. as discussed in literature. The work in (38) was briefly discussed in previous sub-section. Authors
proposed a novel approach for data-centric and computation-intensive applications using DTMC and
MDP, offloading of mobile resources and load requires balance which is ensured by job scheduler specif-
ically when energy-aware load balancing is required as previously discussed. Literature (45) was discussed
in previous sub-section where authors proposed eDors policy for effective resource and job/task schedul-
ing. The proposed policy was capable enough of handling ECC, deadline constraints, data-intensive task
scheduling for robustness in eDors that was tested with SMD (Smart Mobile Device) and DVFS (Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scaling). Literature (46) was discussed in previous sub-section, that proposed evolu-
tionary algorithms and claimed better performance for scientific workflow scheduling which is an emerg-
ing area. Researchers in (47) proposed multi-step workflow model for cloud based instance-intensive envi-
ronment, due to multi stepping workflow scheduling that was incorporated and proposed favourable
results using MET as a benchmark. The work in (48) literature highlighted a balanced approach named
BaRRS as discussed in previous sub-section which is suitable for large-scale workflows. The proposed
algorithm split up large-scaled workflow into multiple sub-workflows via parallelism and then utilized
resources effectively to acquire targets. Moreover, approach was compared with formal scheduling tech-
niques and proved to be a better technique as shown by presented results. In (55) literature discussed an ana-
lytical comparison for balanced VM’s in dynamic cloud environment which throwback service providers
into broken SLA’s and policies. Authors introduced broker policy for distribution of workflow among
heterogeneous nodes in cloud environment. Proposed approach was evaluated by simulating it on Cloud-
Analyst simulator and results proves that technique was successful in finding the best combinations for
workflow scheduling. Researchers in (56) highlighted complexity of job scheduling cloud environment and
proposed game theory andmathematics inspired technique for task scheduling in dynamic circumstances.
Another major focus of technique was energy distributed effective in on-demand manner, using game
theory algorithm was capable of balancing/ scheduling jobs. The work in (57) introduced a novel energy-
aware multi-job scheduling model which was based on MapReduce technique. Authors considered han-
dling variations of energy-aware events which often occur in cloud environment. This model also con-
sidered network fluctuation and data placement policies. For handling aforementioned problems author
formulated a bi-level programming model and tends to optimize proposed model. In (58) authors pro-
posed a dynamic task scheduling algorithm inspired by genetic algorithm. Proposed algorithm improved
throughput of cloud computing and enhanced task scheduling approach whilst reducing execution time
in cloud environment. This algorithm is an improved version of genetic algorithm which outperforms for-
mal algorithm in job scheduling task in cloud based environment. The work in (59) literature proposed a
novel cloud-based workflow scheduling (CWSA) policy for multi-tenant and computer-intensive residing
in cloud environment. Proposed policy can help service providers in minimization of overall job comple-
tion time, tardiness, cost of job execution and utilization of idle resources in cloud. Furthermore, proposed
algorithm was compared with stat-of-the-art algorithms including FCFS, MCT (Minimum Completion
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Time), EASY Backfilling algorithm and their experimental results showed scalability and effectiveness of
CWSA. The work presented in (60) addressed job scheduling problems and proposed an optimized algo-
rithm for edge based cloud computing. The work in (7) presented DAG for task precedence and proposed
MSLBL (Minimizing the Schedule Length using the Budget Level). Authors discussed formal literature
and modelled edges in DAG as the minimum cost assignment for each task (as nodes) and then applied
MSLBL technique. Moreover, identified problem was divided into two by satisfying budget constraints
and applying heuristic scheduling for resolve jobs in relaxed time complexity. Mathematical cost model
proposed in literature is discussed below with equation no 7 and 8 and table 4. Whereas table 2 shows the
mathematical notations extracted from literature.

cos ti,k = cos t(n,pk) = wi,k pricek (7)

cost(G) = ∑|N|
i=1 wi f (i)×price f (i) (8)

Table 2.Mathematical notations of MSLBL (7)

Notation Definition
Wi, k execution time of task ni running on processor pk
ci, j communication time between ni and n j

f (i ) index of the processor assigned to task ni

price k unit price of processor pk

costi, k cost(ni , pk ), cost of task ni on processor pk ,
cost(G ) total cost of the application G

Thework in (61) presented a comparison of Spark a big data cluster based framework with COMP super-
scalar framework. For experimentation researcher considered three algorithms namely (i)Wordcount, (ii)
Kmeans and (iii) Terasort. Comparison shows that COMP outperformed Spark framework. Open area for
researchers in job scheduling are system architecture challenges based on intensity, data-intensive appli-
cation in cloud environment, and time-complexity. Figure 8 shows the approaches proposed in recent
literatures for job scheduling.

Fig 8. Job scheduling in cloud
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7 Comparison of latest trends in cloud computing

This section compares the latest research trends in cloud computing. Table 3 beneath represents papers to
corresponding area.

Table 3. A comparison of latest trends in cloud computing
Papers Resource Allocation Load Balancing Resource Sharing Resource scheduling Job scheduling
(7) No No No No Yes
(8) No Yes No No No
(12) No No Yes No No
(13) No No Yes No No
(14) Yes No No No No
(15) Yes No No No No
(18) No Yes No No No
(25) Yes No Yes No No
(26) Yes No No No No
(27) Yes No No No No
(28) Yes No Yes No No
(29) Yes No Yes No No
(30) Yes No No No No
(31) Yes Yes No No No
(32) Yes No No No Yes
(33) Yes No No No No
(36) No Yes Yes No No
(37) No Yes Yes No No
(38) No Yes No No Yes
(39) No Yes No No No
(40) No Yes No No No
(41) No Yes No No No
(42) No Yes No No No
(43) No No Yes No No
(44) No No Yes No No
(45) No No No Yes Yes
(46) No No No Yes Yes
(47) No No No Yes Yes
(48) No Yes No Yes Yes
(49) No No No Yes No
(50) No No No Yes No
(62) No No No Yes No
(51) No No Yes No No
(55) No No No No Yes
(56) No No No No Yes
(57) No No No No Yes
(58) No No No No Yes
(59) No No No No Yes
(60) No No No No Yes
(61) No No No Yes Yes

Figure 9 shows area wise comparison of papers published in recent years. Comparison shows that in
recent years research community is working towards job scheduling approaches. Whilst load balancing is
on second place and resource allocation is on third place respectively. Last not the least resource scheduling
and resource sharing are on fourth and fifth spot.
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Fig 9. Comparison of published articles area wise

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a comprehensive review of Cloud Computing. The analysis of different mod-
els based suggests that exiting research and development of Cloud Computing are focused on Resource
Sharing and Allocation. Recently, Resource and Job Scheduling are receiving attention.

It has been found that robust models including IISGE (using Hidden Markov Model), CAHCM, and
BGM-BLA (using Binary Graph based Sorting Algorithm), and SCOW (using CPS, Workflow Manage-
ment, STA and TMA) are working towards resource allocation and sharing. Load balancing are adequately
addressed by MQLM-RAM, and EMOP (using Value Iteration Algorithm). Extensive coverage with good
results have been provided by eDors (keeping in view Energy-Efficienct Cost), DPS (using Heuristically
Greedy Algorithms), BaRRS, VoI, CWSA, and MSLBL in resource and job scheduling.

This review attempts to provide researchers an insight into different types of techniques provided in
Cloud Computing for Scheduling, Allocation and Sharing of Resources including infrastructure, platform
and software. It provides the set of different open problems that are required to be solved. Previous works
provide review on combination of 2-3 metrics while ignoring others. This work provides robust insight
considering 5 different parameters.
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